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ABSTRACT
Humans naturally share knowledge by telling stories. This
is a form of knowledge exchange we engage in right from
early childhood, and over time we learn to recall, order and
organize our experiences as stories [1]. In this paper we
describe the Open Mind Experiences (OMEX) system, a
web-based knowledge acquisition tool that exploits our
natural ability to tell and explain stories in order to build a
large-scale commonsense knowledgebase.
We built
OMEX to gather descriptions and explanations of everyday, ‘common sense’ experiences from volunteer contributors distributed across the Internet. We first describe the
results of our previous attempt to collect commonsense
knowledge from the general public, the Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project. The OMCS project focused
on collecting largely assertional commonsense knowledge,
and we describe some of its products and spin-offs. We
then give several motivating reasons for why we now wish
to now collect more script-like knowledge. We then explain the features of the new OMEX site and give an
evaluation of system based on a preliminary user study.
We conclude by discussing our future directions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.4 Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods:
Frames and scripts
I.2.6 Learning: Knowledge acquisition

INTRODUCTION
Humans naturally share knowledge by telling stories. This
is a form of knowledge exchange we engage in right from
early childhood, and over time we learn to recall, order and
organize our experiences as stories [1]. Can we build a
knowledge acquisition system that exploits our natural ability to tell and explain stories in order to build a large-scale
commonsense knowledgebase?
In this paper we describe the Open Mind Experiences
(OMEX) system, a web-based knowledge acquisition tool
we built to gather descriptions and explanations of everyday, ‘common sense’ experiences from volunteer contribuPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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tors distributed across the Internet. We designed OMEX
under the assumption that the contributors would have no
background knowledge about artificial intelligence or
computer science. Our goal is to accumulate a large database of descriptions of ‘common sense’ stories and explanations of these stories in structured sentences of the kind
shown in Box 1, for there are presently no large-scale databases of structured story knowledge of this kind.
Story:
Jack invited Iris over for dinner. At the last minute he
realized he was out of coffee. He quickly walked to the
store and purchased some coffee. When he arrived at
home Iris was sitting on the stairs.
Explanations:
Jack liked Iris. Jack needed money to purchase the coffee. Coffee has caffeine. Caffeine can keep someone
awake. Jack did not plan well. Jack was late. Jack could
have called Iris to bring the coffee.
Box 1. An example of an explained story
This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the
results of our previous attempt to collect commonsense
knowledge from the general public, the Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project. The OMCS project focused
on collecting largely assertional commonsense knowledge,
and we describe some of its products and spin-offs. We
then give several motivating reasons for why we now wish
to now collect more script-like knowledge. We then explain the features of the new OMEX site and give an
evaluation of system based on a preliminary user study.
We conclude by discussing our future directions.

OPEN MIND COMMON SENSE
Can the general public really help us build large-scale commonsense knowledgebases? In this section we will briefly
review our experience with the Open Mind Common Sense
(OMCS) system [2,3], a web site designed to make it easy
for members of the general public to contribute
commonsense knowledge to a central database.
OMCS was built in the first half of the year 2000, inspired
by the success of projects such as the Internet Movie Database1 and the Open Directory Project2, both enormous databases built by distributed communities of volunteers over
the web. OMCS was launched in September 2000, and as
of April 2003 it has accumulated a corpus of about 520,000
1

http://www.imdb.com

2

http://dmoz.org

pieces of commonsense knowledge from over 10,000 people across the web, many with no special training in computer science or artificial intelligence. The contributed
knowledge3 is expressed in natural language, and consists
largely of the kinds of simple assertions shown in Table 1.

describe a system for generating and suggesting story
threads, but that work has been hampered by the need for
structured story knowledge about character goals, plan activation and termination criteria, and dependency of events
in a story.

Table 1. Sample of OMCS corpus

To use this data we have had to turn to alternative methods
for commonsense reasoning; we had little success applying
this data using traditional methods based on the application
of logical rules of inference. Instead we have had some
success employing ‘weaker’ methods of reasoning that
nevertheless work over large quantities of noisy knowledge, for example, spreading activation along particular
link types, or statistical reasoning where we add up evidence along different links. For example, our topic spotter
can guess from a noisy transcription of a spoken conversation that the topic was ‘eat in a restaurant’ if its subevents
contained words of the kind ‘waiter’, ‘salad’, ‘food’, and
‘bill’. Our affective text classifier can, given a word like
‘accident’, follow links to consequences and post-events
that had a clear affective association; the phrase ‘getting
into accident’ would have the consequence of someone
getting hurt, and hence the word ‘accident’ is assigned a
negative valence. These methods are also fairly fast, and
all of our applications so far work in real time on current
hardware.
There is no doubt these kinds of techniques often produce
incorrect inferences—for example, the emotional valence
assigned to a given word in a sentence may be incorrect—
but the kinds of applications that we have been exploring
have largely been ones that are ‘fail-soft’ in the sense that
the consequences of failure are relatively mild in the eyes
of the user. These applications typically use commonsense
reasoning to make suggestions or give the user feedback in
a secondary window rather than serving as the bottleneck
to getting a task done; question-answering, on the other
hand, is an example of an application that is ‘fail-hard’ in
that if the system produces a wrong answer the user is immediately disappointed. Fail-soft applications give us a
‘hill to climb’ in that as our systems’ abilities to reason
improves, the systems should perform better, but even with
weak reasoning they are still better than no reasoning at all.
Since the development of the OMCS site, we have designed a next-generation site (OMCS-2) that corrected
some of the problems of the original one, such as supporting knowledge validation and interactive analogical reasoning to give feedback to users [3]. This second site was
partly built but never publicly launched. However, a few
of its most important features appeared in later web sites.
The Open Mind Word Expert site [11] lets users tag the
senses of the words in individual sentences drawn from
both the OMCS corpus and the glosses of WordNet [18]
word senses. The Open Mind 1001 Questions site [12]
uses analogical reasoning to pose questions to the user by
analogy to what it already knows, and hence makes the
user experience more interactive and engaging.
The important lessons we learned from building the original OMCS site can be summarized as follows:

People live in houses.

Coffee helps wake you up.

Running is faster than walking.

A bird flies.

A person wants to eat when
hungry.

The effect of going for a swim is
getting wet.

Things often found together:
light bulb, contact, glass.

The first thing you do when you
wake up is open your eyes.

A voice is the sound of a person
talking.

Rain falls from the sky.

To judge the quality of the contributions a manual evaluation of the corpus was performed [3]. This revealed that
about 90% of the corpus sentences were rated 3 or higher
(on a 5 point scale) along the dimensions of truth and objectivity, and about 85% of the corpus sentences were rated
as things anyone with a high school education or more
would be expected to know. Thus the data, while noisy,
was not entirely overwhelmed by noise, as we had originally feared it might, and also it consisted largely of
knowledge one might consider shared in our culture.
Our approach to knowledge acquisition in this project was
based on the success of information extraction techniques
in extracting information from raw text; see for example
Cardie [4]. Rather than building an interface where users
can directly engineer the knowledge representations used
by the reasoning system, we instead encouraged them to
provide information clearly in English via free-form and
structured templates, and we later extracted semantic networks using simple information extraction methods. In
particular, we extracted a large-scale semantic network
called OMCSNet [5] consisting of 25 types of binary relations, e.g. is-a, has-function, has-subevent, and locatedin. The most recent version of OMCSNet contains 280,000
links relating 80,000 concepts, where the concepts are simple English phrases like ‘go to restaurant’ or ‘shampoo
bottle’.
While the data we collected is noisy, it has nevertheless
inspired and enabled us and others at our lab to experiment
with building many new kinds of interactive applications,
such as software agents for photo annotation and retrieval
[6], web searching [7], topic spotting in spoken conversation [8], and inferring the affect of written text [9]. Enabling new kinds of applications was one of our goals at the
outset of the OMCS project, for in our view we cannot
study practical commonsense reasoning without some sort
of commonsense knowledgebase with knowledge of ordinary objects, events, locations, desires, jobs, relationships,
and other kinds of concepts. Barry and Davenport [10]
3
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•

There are many people out there willing to contribute
to building a commonsense knowledgebase. We obtained a substantial audience fairly quickly.

•

The most useful knowledge was that supplied through
templates, for these sentences were the easiest to into
semantic networks (by using the original template
forms to code information extraction scripts.)

•

The quality of the collected knowledge has been high
enough to enable plausible inference based on spreading-activation or probabilistic reasoning, but still too
noisy to support rule-based or logical reasoning.

•

We do not need to wait until we have complete and
perfect commonsense knowledgebases and inference
techniques to begin exploring how to incorporate
commonsense into applications.

•

Simple reasoning techniques over large amounts of
knowledge can aid ‘fail-soft’ applications where correct inferences are useful and incorrect inferences are
not too much of a problem.
Hence we are confident that there is value to our approach,
and we now wish to take it to the next, more interesting
level. To us, the next step is collecting stories from people,
as we will describe in the next section.

WHY COLLECT STORY KNOWLEDGE?
We have a number of motivations for collecting story
knowledge.

We wish to enable a case-based approach to
commonsense reasoning
Much work on giving machines common sense adopts a
logical approach to commonsense reasoning. To a large
extent the Cyc project [14] has proceeded according to this
prescription, and it today consists of 1.5 million rules and
facts in a logical language called CycL. Reasoning with
Cyc proceeds largely through the application of various
specialized theorem provers.
An alternative approach is to express commonsense knowledge in terms of larger frames or scripts that express concrete descriptions of particular objects, situations, and
events [19, 20]. The important distinction between this
approach and the logic-oriented approach is not so much
one of expressivity—one can easily express frames and
scripts in CycL, for example—but rather that one is expected to use frame and script knowledge via processes
where the primary operations are about retrieving and
adapting existing frames and scripts to new contexts, as
opposed to the application of general rules of inference as
is done in resolution theorem proving or tableaux methods.
This approach is now known as case based or analogical
reasoning, which employs a variety of mechanisms for retrieving, reusing, revising, and retaining cases [21, 22].
But despite the large amount of research to date on story
understanding using frames and scripts, and on case-based
and analogical reasoning in terms of concrete experiences,
no system to date has been endowed with a large database

of commonsense knowledge in the form of frames and
scripts describing concrete experiences.

We wish to avoid having to formalize every
commonsense domain in compact rules
While there is no doubt that it has been valuable and fruitful to model commonsense domains using logical rules,
many commonsense domains are difficult to formalize in
this way. For example, while there has been success modeling domains such as qualitative physics, where the
underlying causal structure is relatively transparent, there
has been less success formalizing more complex domains
such as ordinary human social behavior. It is often argued
that the strength of case-based reasoning is exactly in such
hard-to-formalize domains. Case-based reasoning does not
require a precise axiomatization of a domain for reasoning
to proceed, because it possible to capture the flow of events
without necessarily giving a deep theory of why those
events played out the way they did, and case-based reasoning works by matching and adapting descriptions rather
than reasoning from first principles. Avoiding brittleness,
however, requires a substantial case library.

There are no substantial databases of script
knowledge
None of the existing large-scale semantic knowledgebases
contains a substantial amount of story knowledge. Mueller
[13] compared several systems (Cyc [14], FrameNet [15],
Gordon’s Expectation Packages [16], ThoughtTreasure
[17], and WordNet 1.6 [18]) and found that these systems
consisted largely of facts and rules, and not cases and stories against which case-based reasoning could be performed. According to his review the most substantial corpus of script-like knowledge is Gordon’s database of 768
‘Expectation Packages’, each which contains an average of
3.12 script steps. While the original OMCS system collected stories, most of what it collected was factual assertions similar to those in Cyc. While Cyc easily has the
representational power to express concrete stories, it consists largely of ‘general’ knowledge in the form of small
rules and facts rather than substantial descriptions of particular events.
Thus a large-scale story knowledge base would be a fundamentally new kind of resource.

Scripts implicitly contextualize knowledge
Some of the most challenging technical problems in building and using commonsense knowledgebases revolve
around organizing and contextualizing the assertions [23,
24]. Cyc adopted the solution of putting each assertion
within a well-defined context that captured the assumptions
that underlie that assertion. In [24] Lenat argues that it is
important to encode not just facts and rules about domains,
but also meta-assertions that describe precisely in what
situations those facts and rules apply, what other knowledge may be relevant, what problem-types those facts and
rules may help solve, and so forth.

We regard stories as ‘implicit contexts’ for knowledge,
which have many of the advantages of explicit contexts. A
good story relates knowledge about, for example, the effects of an action (a flashlight lets you see in the dark) to
problems such knowledge helps you solve (finding the car
keys you dropped outside at night) to where and when such
knowledge may be relevant (outside at night), and so forth.

It is easier for the general public to supply
knowledge as stories
We suspect that the general public may be better at telling
and explaining simple stories than directly formulating the
rules that underlie a domain. While it is not hard to supply
simple rules of the form “Eating poison will make you
sick”, it is hard to condition such assertions with the various caveats and circumstances which would allow the rules
to apply more generally. It may be easier to tell and explain a specific story, which focuses the user on a specific
set of characters, objects, and events, and their relationships, than to ask them to make a general rule-based theory
in the abstract of some domain.

OPEN MIND EXPERIENCES
Because of these considerations, we decided that the next
Open Mind web site should focus on gathering collecting
descriptions everyday ordinary experiences. In this section
we describe Open Mind Experiences (OMEX), and web
site designed to collect such experiences from the general
public. As of April 2003 this web site has not been publicly launched, but all of the features described here are
implemented and are functioning in our lab.
After the user logs onto OMEX, they are presented with the
search interface shown in Figure 1. This interface lets
them search through and browse the stories that have been
contributed so far. Rather than being organized as a large
collection of separate activities, as in OMCS, this new site

is organized as a search engine where the retrieved items
can be individually operated on using the menu bar of operations listed above each contribution. Presently, the user
can select among the following operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New—Enter a new story of this general type.
Clone—Start with a story exactly like this one, but
modify a few aspects.
Explain—Explain this story by answer various questions about it.
Judge—Evaluate this story along various dimensions.
Flag—Flag this story as having a problem.
Fix—Repair a problem with this story.

We discuss each of these operations below.

New/Clone—Contribute a Story
The primary OMEX activity is selecting and filling in story
templates.
These templates were hand-built and are a thematic representation based on Lenhert’s plot units [25]. Plot units are
a convenient way to represent a wide range of story types.
Plot units are graphs of linked positive events (+), negative
events (-) and mental states (m). Lehnert used this representation as a way of identifying central concepts of a story
plot during text summarization. We created templates
based on plot units to prompt acquisition of stories across
many subject domains.
Plot units are thematic story structures that are highly compositional. Each plot unit can be deconstructed into smaller
units or events, actors and states or can be aggregated into
larger story structures. Plot units can represent simple
themes involving one character, such as ‘change of mind’
or ‘success’ or more complex themes between multiple
characters, such as ‘retaliation’ or ‘competition’. The plot
unit in Figure 2 shows competition between Frank and
Lilly. A template would prompt the user to enter an identi-

Figure 1. The main browser window

cal mental event for Frank and Lilly, a positive event happening for Lilly and a negative event for Frank. The story
contribution could be any of the following:
•
•
•

Lilly and Frank both wanted the last bagel, but Lilly
got it and Frank didn’t.
Frank and Lilly both wanted to be elected class president, Lilly won the election. Frank lost.
Lilly and Frank were playing tennis. Lilly won the
game.
Figure 3. Plot unit for ‘competition’
In the future we will increase the number of templates per
plot unit type, as we have found the template tends to influence the story content simply due to its syntactic form.

Explain—Explain a Story

Figure 2. Plot unit for ‘competition’
Plot unit structures are the basis for template input design
in OMEX. In the current version of Open Mind Experiences there are thirty-two templates, each designed from a
unique plot unit type. Our current set of templates is
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Current plot units
Initial-Problem-Resolution

Honored-Request

Ineffective-Coercion

Denied-Request

Fortuitous-ProblemResolution

Bungled-Request

Success-Born-Of-Adversity

Effective-Coercion

Fleeting-Success

Bungled-Coercion

Ineffective-Coercion

Promised-Request-Honored

Promised-Request-Bungled

Double-Cross

Coerced-Agreement-Honored

Malicious-Act

Coerced-Agreement-Bungled

Kind-Act

Coerced-Double-Cross

Competition

Unsolicited-Help

Retaliation

Obligation

Regrettable-Mistake

Serial-Exchange

Sabotage

Simultaneous-Exchange

Problem-Resolution-byEffective-Coercion

Honored-Promise

Request-Honored-WithConditional-Request

Reneged-Promise

Request-Honored-WithConditional-Promise

A screenshot of one such template is shown in Figure 3.
The user fills in the blanks in the template with English
phrases to complete the story.

Some knowledge is inconvenient to state explicitly in the
story, for example, the causal relationships between the
states and events of the story and the background knowledge needed to understand the story. The Explain operation allows users to contribute additional commonsense
knowledge needed to understand the story. We distinguish
between general and specific knowledge required to understand the story.

General Explanations
The Explain operation also allows the user to provide general commonsense knowledge in the form of simple assertions, as in OMCS. But unlike OMCS, the OMEX sites
collects such knowledge to provide the background knowledge needed to understand specific stories, as shown in
Figure 4. We see these contributed assertions as ‘implicitly
contextualized’ by the story, for example, the sense of the
word ‘pen’ in the contributed knowledge is likely to be the
same as the sense used in the story.

Figure 4. Explain a story
OMEX presently has a set of 50 general ‘question types’
that it asks, for example:
•
•

A property of *OBJECT that does not help its function
is ?PROPERTY
A broken *OBJECT can still be used to ?ACTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

The *PROPERTY of *OBJECT enables it to
?ACTION
A person needs to know how to *ACTION1 in order
to ?ACTION2
Something you need to do before *ACTION is
?ACTION2
*OBJECT is usually found in a ?LOCATION
*EVENT usually happens at a ?LOCATION
*EVENT1 often immediately follows ?EVENT2

The variables beginning with an asterisk (*) are drawn
from the feelings, events, and objects in the story being
explained, and may be edited by the user to fix the inevitable syntax errors that result from substituting a phrase from
one template into another template. The variables beginning with a question mark are left blank for the user to fill
in.

Specific Explanations
The Explain operation also collects very particular assertions about a given story, for example:
•
•
•

Does *PROPERTY of *OBJECT cause *EVENT?
Did the event *EVENT1 cause the event *EVENT2?
Can Jack see *OBJECT?

Flag—Criticize this Story
Knowledgebases built by a distributed community of volunteers requires methods for assessing the quality of the
knowledge that is contributed. The Flag operation allows
users to mark a story as problematic and needing attention.
If the user finds an item problematic then the ‘Fix this item’
appears on the left hand side of a story item whenever it is
displayed. This also happens when the user judges an item
as having a spelling error or as being nonsensical.

Fix—Fix this Story
The Fix operation allows the user to repair a contributed
story. There are two stages to a repair: Suggest Repair and
Finalize Repair.

Suggest repair
When the user clicks on ‘Fix this item’ they are presented
with a template of the erroneous item as shown in Figure 6.
If the story is marked with any more specific criticisms,
such as having a spelling error or being nonsensical, these
are displayed as well.

These are posed as yes/no questions to the user.

Judge—Evaluate this Story
The Judge operation lets the user assess individual stories
along various dimensions, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6. Repair an item
The user can make any changes and then submit them for
review.

Finalize repair

Figure 5. Judge a story
Our present set of judgments includes the following (not all
shown in Figure 5):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This story looks great!
Is this typical or unusual event?
Does this story describe an impossible event?
Is this a story a 10 year old would understand?
Is this an event that has ever happened to you?
Does this story make sense?
Is there a spelling error in this story?

We regard some of these judgments as criticisms that
should lead to story being repaired, as described in the next
operation.

A key difference from previous Open Mind sites is the introduction of an editorial board. The editorial board consists of a set of trusted users, and its role is to vet the suggested knowledge repairs that are made by the regular users
of the site. Repaired items are presented to the editors for
review. The editors can then make further changes to those
items or immediately accept the modifications made by the
users. Ultimately, the editors have final say over what
changes are made to the database.
In future versions of the site we expect to add a mechanism
for automatically suggesting promotions of regular users to
the editorial board, based on the quality of their contributions so far.

EVALUATION
To give us a sense of the current OMEX system’s performance, we performed a simple comparison between users
using the web site and users simply writing stories of any
length when prompted with a theme. The evaluation involved 10 people. 5 of those people worked for 15 minutes
on the web site, and the other 5 worked for 15 minutes each

writing stories and supporting facts in a text editor. The
resulting stories were ranked manually by a single judge.
Stories were ranked on a scale of 1-5 in the following categories: specificity (1=general description, 5=detailed instance), sense (1=makes no sense, 5=makes complete
sense), typicality (1=would never happen, 5=happens all
the time), age (1=young child, 5=senior), where we mean
the age of someone who would understand the story. Figure 7 shows the average number of stories and supporting
facts contributed by each group, those that used OMEX
and those that used a text editor.

given our goal of collecting common sense knowledge; and
(d) they described experiences of people who were of college age—this is certainly because the authors of that experiences were themselves of college age.
In the future we plan to make the OMEX site somewhat
‘self-evaluating’ in the sense that judgments of the users
about the collected stories will automatically generate
graphs and charts of the kind depicted above, to provide
the user community with a picture of the quality of the contributed knowledge.

FUTURE WORK
Facts

Manual
OMEX

Stories
0

10

20

30

Figure 7. Comparison of OMEX vs. Manual Text Editor
This shows that the OMEX site made it easy enough for
people to rapidly enter stories, but our method for collecting single sentence assertions is slower. However, as with
the OMCS site, we expect that the assertions collected
through OMEX templates will be easier to parse and use
than the free-form assertions supplied via the text editor.
Also, as one might expect, when people used OMEX they
tended to enter many variations on stories about the same
subject, which suggests they would lend themselves more
easily to information extraction techniques.
Figure 8 shows the evaluation of the data provided by the
OMEX users.
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Figure 8. Evaluation of OMEX contributions
This shows about the stories we collect that: (a) they were
fairly non-specific, in other words lacking detail, probably
because the templates encourage stories with simple event
structures that do not allow supplying specific details about
any given event; (b) they made sense, but when they did
not it was due to the user fighting the syntactic restrictions
of a template to tell they story they wished to tell; (c) they
were moderately typical, which we interpret as meaning
they were not anomalous events that would happen ‘just
once’—however, they may still not be typical enough

We are actively working on the following improvements to
the system.
•

Substantially increasing the number of story and assertion templates used by the system.

•

Add a new operation called Clarify that will allow users to resolve word sense and anaphoric ambiguity
within existing contributions.

•

Generate new stories interactively with the system.
Chklovski [12] found that posing new questions to users by analogy to existing knowledge increased the
rate of knowledge entry on the Open Mind 1001 Questions site. A similar analogical mechanism could be
employed to automatically generate plausible next
steps for a story, which the user can accept or reject.

•

Allow users to annotate stories with emerging standards for semantic annotation of text. For example,
FrameNet and Cyc have both published standard sets
of frame and slot types that could be used to mark up
the collected stories. This would simplify making use
of the collected knowledge in those systems.

•

Produce a standard distribution of the collected knowledge analogous to our current OMCSNet distribution,
in the form of an XML-based file format for the data, a
client-side story browsing tool, and inference libraries
supporting commonsense case-based reasoning.
Because so far we have tested the site primarily on people
in our lab familiar with computers, and we have yet to test
it on our target audience with a broader range of competency, it is likely that we will make further changes to the
site before its launch, to simplify the interface, and possibly
add help and tutorial pages.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described the OMEX system for capturing
story knowledge from the general public. The original
OMCS web site attracted a substantial audience and we can
only hope OMEX will do the same. Ultimately, our goal is
to build a knowledgebase with a million stories, which will
be a unique new resource.
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